Dear Colleagues,

Ladies and gentlemen,

I am Prof. PhD. Marian BUGIULESCU the President of the Ideas Forum International Academic and Scientific Association. The Ideas Forum provides a platform for the latest scientific, social, philosophical and moral-educational research. The first aim of Ideas Forum is to organize and promote scientific and educational activities in humanist and social sciences on the international level. It gives me a great pleasure indeed to welcome you all to the video and virtual conferences by Ideas Forum.

Thank you ALL for joining this video and virtual meeting of the International Multidisciplinary Scientific Conference on the Dialogue between Sciences & Arts, Religion & Education by Ideas Forum.

I first wish to extend to you the greetings of the Ideas Forum TEAM. Thank you all for the opportunity of continuing this series of international conferences on social sciences and arts.

Now, Let's talk about our conference.

Since 2015, International Multidisciplinary Scientific Conference on the Dialogue between Sciences & Arts, Religion & Education by Ideas Forum has become one of the most important conference on social sciences and arts in Romania and more that, in the international academic global level.

The aim of Ideas Forum Conferences is to create and develop a scientific network. The modern tendency of mondial academic society is to explore fields such as humanistic or social science but to give a more power to technological science. Ideas Forum Virtual Conference is designed to provide excellent interaction within a community of thinkers, in the dialog between any religion and science, or any scientific community.

So, for that reason we have proposed to redefine our approach.

The academic content presented in the International Multidisciplinary Scientific Conferences on the Dialogue between Sciences & Arts, Religion & Education 2020 offers the opportunity to examine the Harmony of Science or the Fundamental Constants and Empirical Specificity. Before closing, I have to extend many thanks to all participants, speakers, and virtual lectors, readers of new proceedings conferences, each member of the Ideas Forum community.

I would like- to conclude my speech- by encouraging the attendees to participate- with an increasing numbers in all the activities and discussions through the digital platform today.

I wish everyone a successful, safe and fruitful conference. I look forward- to hearing your discussions -and learning from your insights.

Thank you!
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VIRTUAL DESK OPENED |

For any problem, type your question on the e-mail of IFIASA Conference Center. You will be assisted there by our colleagues. We will reply you as fast as possible and assist you.

THEME OF THE CONFERENCE:

Harmony of Science.
The Fundamental Constants and Empirical Specificity

Plenary Speakers:
Pre-recorded lecture listening available online on IFIASA web site.

Open space | Video presentations
10:00 – 13:00 p.m. (Bucharest time) - October 27th, 2020

Open space | Plenary Speakers | Discussions
Questions, commentaries and answers on the presentations
https://meet.google.com/crz-qjhj-cyn
13:00 – 18:30 p.m. (Bucharest time) - October 27th, 2020